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As the deadline for RDR has come and gone,

.
the profession has understandably been
focusing on achieving level 4 exams. But

it's also important not to lose sight of the fact that
RDR is actually about raising professional standards
- which is a much broader objective. And if it's
important to raise the professional standards for the
adviser population, isn't it important to also look at
the standards we expect from supervisors and senior
management within a regulated firm?
To quote an old saying, a T&C scheme is only

as good as its supervisors. With the commercial
pressures businesses face with RDR, I'm sure this is
even more true now than ever. So perhaps it's time
to re-focus our energies once again on this important
area. If we talk about 'increased professionalism'
for the supervisor and senior management
population, what might it look like? I accept that
'professionalism' includes other elements such as
ethical behaviours but for the purposes of this article,
I will focus primarily on qualifications, knowledge
and skills.

Qualifications
At a time when most advisers have worked hard to
achieve level 4 exams, there is no equivalent FCA
requirement for supervisors (unless they supervise
trainee advisers). A certain Bank was ridiculed
during the Credit Crunch because none of the Board
held banking qualifications. That was five years
ago and in some ways. I wonder what has changed?
Level 4 qualifications aside, what is the take-up of
qualifications for supervisors and senior managers?
There is no definitive answer to this but I'm

prepared to make an educated guess based on
estimated adviser numbers and the figures on exams
passed that I have from one of the main Institutes. My
estimate is that there are around 8,000 supervisors
currently and around 6,000 people have passed a
supervisory exam of some type over the past 16 years
since H15 was launched. Allowing for the inevitable

Table 1

attrition to these numbers, then at best perhaps
50% of those who currently supervise will have a
supervisory qualification (ignoring those who hold
senior management roles).
This is supported by a recent survey conducted

by T-C Ne,ws to research for this article (albeit with
a relatively low sample). This showed that only
18% of firms that responded said that all of their
supervisors had a supervisory qualification. 82% of
the respondents said that between 1 and 49% of their
supervisors had a supervisory qualification.
When the 82% were asked why this figure wasn't

higher, we get an insight into some of the underlying
reasons. 41°/<, of those that answered said that it
was because it isn't a regulatory requirement. 29%
said that they had prioritised achieving a level
4 qualification instead. Going forward, I suspect
the two biggest barriers to pursuing supervisory
qualifications will be:
1. commercial pressures to generate income, and

2. the availability of suitable qualifications.

" at best perhaps 50%
of those who cu rrently
supervise will have a
supervisory qualification

For those people who might now be considering
supervisory qualifications, Table 1 sets out the
options for both senior managers (in this context,
people who manage a business in whole or part) and
supervisors.
The CISI includes managing investment risk in

some shape or form in each of the qualifications
shown, but doesn't have a dedicated exam or
qualification for supervisors. The same applies for
senior mangers who manage people or wider business

Level CISI IFS CII

3

4

5

6

Risk in Financial services

Advanced certificate in
operational risk

Diploma in investment
compliance

Supervision in a regulatory
environment (SRE)

Dip FA Unit 6 - Strategic
management in Financial
Services (optional unit)

J07 Supervision in a regulated environment

AF6 Senior management and supervision
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" Looking to develop
someone to be better in
some way is very different
to monitoring 'and
checking their actions
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management such as strategy or leadership. Both
the ClI and IFS are increasing their offering in this
area. The crr launched its stand-alone level 6 exam
AF6 last October and the IFS will be launching its
optional unit of the Adv DipFA® this summer.
This seems to suggest a mixed story. The positive

news is the limited but growing range of options that
are becoming available for approved persons who are

in a senior management position. For supervisors,
however, the IFS's SRE is in the process of being
withdrawn leaving just the ClI's IO? qualification.
For many, the decision to take an additional exam
or qualification will support their aim to progress to
Chartered status with an institute. It's worth checking
in advance but some institutes will provide credits
for other institutes' qualifications towards their own

Table 2

Risk management Development

Emphasis of
role

• On compliance or managing risk

• Processes followed, i.e. inputs

• What the adviser is doing (current
performance)

• Defensive

• On improvement (doing more or doing it better)

• Focus on outputs - client experience

• What the adviser is capable of doing (potential)

• Offensive

•
• What was the overall client experience?

• Continuous development

• Diagnosis
• Coaching and feedback

• Asking or questioning
• Ability to motivate and develop others

• Equal balance on all aspects of performance

• Adviser-led

• Development focus
• Route cause of issues identified

• Help adviser to leverage their strengths

• Owned by the individual
• Proactive, e.g. needs are largely identified and
planned in advance, e.g. they have a plan of CPD
activity over the next 12 months

• Expanding knowledge and skills

• Development

• Are they competent?
• Skills- what can be done even better

• Coach
• Critical friend, i.e. encourage or challenge the
adviser to do better

• Providing development

•

• Driven by supervisor

• Monitoring focus

• Problems fixed asap

• Driven by the business

• Reactive

• Maintaining knowledge

• Technician

•

• Are they compliant?
• Minimum standards met, e.g. mandatories
during an observed client meeting

• Was the process followed?
• One-off with no link to previous observation
/ identified business isues

• Analysis, e.g. trends through KPls

• Telling
• Monitoring

• Activity or KPI-based

CPO

Key skills

1-2-1 s

• File checking

• KPIanalysis

How they add • Expert
value?

Where time
spent?

Client
observations
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Conclusion
RDR will almost inevitably place extra pressure
on business costs and perhaps - as a result - there
should be more emphasis on what we expect from
our supervisors in the future in terms of both their
role and qualifications. In other words, a long
overdue reappraisal of how they add value to the
business.

People management
skills, assessment and
developing competence

Facilitated by
Ian Patterson

Prestigious
venue . bl f d' ..• Sulta e or new an eXisting supervisors;

RicohArena. FSA supervisor skills independently assessed;
(Coventry)

16th May 2013 • Structured CPD to demonstrate ongoing
development;

• Build effective people management skills;

• Pre·course reading included;

• Post- course CPD certificate and individual.r-"-;: development report provided;
-!3~

• Maximum of 12 delegates per course.

and any supervisor will include elements of
each. The difference is the degree and emphasis
to which both are applied. So if increasing the
'professionalism' of supervisors means increasing
their ability to develop staff better rather than just
monitor their activities, what would this look like?
Table 2 provides a simplified version of how the
skills both complement and differ.
All too often, the risk management culture is seen

at best as a necessary evil. The development route
is seen as a luxury the business cannot afford. But
as both r,31ements form part of the supervisor role, a
change of emphasis needn't involve an additional
cost. Working smarter rather than harder is an
expression that springs to mind.

The recent arrival of the FCA would seem a good
time to consider these areas. The FCA seems to be
placing an increasing emphasis on the role of senior
management and culture. Remember that TCF is still
very much with us and the TCF cultural framework
which includes having the right leadership, strategy,
controls and reward in place - and being able to
demonstrate them.

chartered status so it's perhaps worth looking at the
most suitable qualification that is available, rather
than what is offered by your institute.

Maintaining competence
Of course, as we have already said, there is more to
professionalism (in any context) than just getting an
exam. The FCA rules don't require supervisors or
senior managers to have a qualification - but they do
require them to demonstrate their competence in this
role, and demonstrate it has been maintained.
This broadens the debate somewhat into the wider
realms of competence. How, for example, should a
supervisor demonstrate their ongoing competence?
Likewise, how can senior managers (who could be
approved persons such as non-advising directors
and non-executive directors) demonstrate their
competence to manage the business? What should
CPD look like for them?

Development v risk management
Whether supervision is primarily a development
role or part of compliance monitoring (or risk
management) also appears to vary between firms.
An unscientific show of hands with the delegates I
see on supervisor courses suggests a consistent two-
thirds split in favour of risk management having the
dominant emphasis .
The survey by T-C News supports this and suggests

a difference in how T&C is applied in firms. The
majority of these respondents were larger firms
and the balance was 59% in favour of compliance
monitoring.
This is, I believe, something that is central to any

discussion about the professionalism of supervisors
- and deserves more debate than it receives. The
culture in which T&C operates is central to both the
skills and mindset required by a supervisor. Looking
to develop someone to be better in some way is very
different to monitoring and checking their actions.
The FSA acknowledged this in CP10/12 (June 2010)
when it felt the need to say 'for the avoidance of
doubt, a file check is not supervision'.
Of course, the distinction isn't black and white

"The culture in which T&C
operates is central to both
the skills and mindset
required by a supervisor.
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